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Millenium problem of turbulence  !

Art piece ‘Windswept’ (Ch. Sowers, 
2012): 612 freely rotating wind 
direction indicators to help a large 
public to understand the complexity of 
environment near the Earth surface

Polarimetric radar observations of heavy 
rainfalls over Paris region  during 2016 
spring (250 m resolution): 
- heaviest rain cells are much smaller than 

moderate ones 
- complex dynamics of their aggregation 

into a large front



IPCC process
• IPCC reports presumably the most developed 

attempts of a dialogue between Science and 
Policy 
– a 2-step filtering 

Assessment Reports (AR) 
—> Synthesis Report (SYR) 
—> Summary for Policymaker (SPM) 
 evolution of an extremely complex system in few lines

Summary for Policymakers
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SPM

Introduction

This Synthesis Report is based on the reports of the three Working Groups of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), including relevant Special Reports. It provides an integrated view of climate change as the final part of the IPCC’s 
Fifth Assessment Report (AR5).

This summary follows the structure of the longer report which addresses the following topics: Observed changes and their 
causes; Future climate change, risks and impacts; Future pathways for adaptation, mitigation and sustainable development; 
Adaptation and mitigation.

In the Synthesis Report, the certainty in key assessment findings is communicated as in the Working Group Reports and 
Special Reports. It is based on the author teams’ evaluations of underlying scientific understanding and is expressed as a 
qualitative level of confidence (from very low to very high) and, when possible, probabilistically with a quantified likelihood 
(from exceptionally unlikely to virtually certain)1. Where appropriate, findings are also formulated as statements of fact with-
out using uncertainty qualifiers.

This report includes information relevant to Article 2 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC).

SPM 1.  Observed Changes and their Causes

Human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of green-
house gases are the highest in history. Recent climate changes have had widespread impacts 
on human and natural systems. {1}

SPM 1.1  Observed changes in the climate system

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed 
changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have 
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has risen. {1.1}

Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since 1850. The 
period from 1983 to 2012 was likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere, where 
such assessment is possible (medium confidence). The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature 
data as calculated by a linear trend show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C 2 over the period 1880 to 2012, when multiple 
independently produced datasets exist (Figure SPM.1a). {1.1.1, Figure 1.1}

In addition to robust multi-decadal warming, the globally averaged surface temperature exhibits substantial decadal and 
interannual variability (Figure SPM.1a). Due to this natural variability, trends based on short records are very sensitive to the 
beginning and end dates and do not in general reflect long-term climate trends. As one example, the rate of warming over 
  
1 Each finding is grounded in an evaluation of underlying evidence and agreement. In many cases, a synthesis of evidence and agreement supports an 

assignment of confidence. The summary terms for evidence are: limited, medium or robust. For agreement, they are low, medium or high. A level of 
confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. The follow-
ing terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: virtually certain 99–100% probability, very likely 90–100%, 
likely 66–100%, about as likely as not 33–66%, unlikely 0–33%, very unlikely 0–10%, exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (extremely 
likely 95–100%, more likely than not >50–100%, more unlikely than likely 0–<50%, extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. 
Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely. See for more details: Mastrandrea, M.D., C.B. Field, T.F. Stocker, O. Edenhofer, K.L. Ebi, D.J. Frame, 
H. Held, E. Kriegler, K.J. Mach, P.R. Matschoss, G.-K. Plattner, G.W. Yohe and F.W. Zwiers, 2010: Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the IPCC Fifth Assess-
ment Report on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Geneva, Switzerland, 4 pp.

2 Ranges in square brackets or following ‘±’ are expected to have a 90% likelihood of including the value that is being estimated, unless otherwise 
stated.

• AR’s already filtered products of a vast climate 
research  



IPCC AR4

Agreement of models on  a 
temperature increase…

but disagreement on the evolution  
of precipitation extremes !



IPCC AR5Summary for Policymakers
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Earth System Models project a global increase in ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios by the end of the 21st century, with 
a slow recovery after mid-century under RCP2.6. The decrease in surface ocean pH is in the range of 0.06 to 0.07 (15 to 17% 
increase in acidity) for RCP2.6, 0.14 to 0.15 (38 to 41%) for RCP4.5, 0.20 to 0.21 (58 to 62%) for RCP6.0 and 0.30 to 0.32 
(100 to 109%) for RCP8.5. {2.2.4, Figure 2.1}

Year-round reductions in Arctic sea ice are projected for all RCP scenarios. A nearly ice-free11 Arctic Ocean in the summer sea-
ice minimum in September before mid-century is likely for RCP8.512 (medium confidence). {2.2.3, Figure 2.1}

It is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced as global mean surface 
temperature increases, with the area of permafrost near the surface (upper 3.5 m) projected to decrease by 37% (RCP2.6) to 
81% (RCP8.5) for the multi-model average (medium confidence). {2.2.3}

The global glacier volume, excluding glaciers on the periphery of Antarctica (and excluding the Greenland and Antarctic ice 
sheets), is projected to decrease by 15 to 55% for RCP2.6 and by 35 to 85% for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {2.2.3}

11 When sea-ice extent is less than one million km2 for at least five consecutive years.
12 Based on an assessment of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend of the Arctic sea-ice 

extent.
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Figure SPM.7 |  Change in average surface temperature (a) and change in average precipitation (b) based on multi-model mean projections for 
2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 under the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios. The number of models used to calculate the multi-model mean 
is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Stippling (i.e., dots) shows regions where the projected change is large compared to natural internal 
variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change. Hatching (i.e., diagonal lines) shows regions where the projected change is less 
than one standard deviation of the natural internal variability. {2.2, Figure 2.2}

Dotted areas: 
projected change 
larger than natural 
internal variability 

Hatched areas: 
projected change 
less than one 
standard deviation 
than natural internal 
variability 

Figure SPM.7 | Change in average surface temperature (a) 
and change in average precipitation (b) based on multi-model 
mean projections for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 under 
the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios.

Summary for Policymakers
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Multi-model results show that limiting total human-induced warming to less than 2°C relative to the period 1861–1880 with 
a probability of >66%7 would require cumulative CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources since 1870 to remain below 
about 2900 GtCO2 (with a range of 2550 to 3150 GtCO2 depending on non-CO2 drivers). About 1900 GtCO2

8 had already been 
emitted by 2011. For additional context see Table 2.2. {2.2.5}

SPM 2.2 Projected changes in the climate system

Surface temperature is projected to rise over the 21st century under all assessed emission 
scenarios. It is very likely that heat waves will occur more often and last longer, and that 
extreme precipitation events will become more intense and frequent in many regions. The 
ocean will continue to warm and acidify, and global mean sea level to rise. {2.2}

The projected changes in Section SPM 2.2 are for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, unless otherwise indicated.

Future climate will depend on committed warming caused by past anthropogenic emissions, as well as future anthropogenic 
emissions and natural climate variability. The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016–2035 relative to 
1986–2005 is similar for the four RCPs and will likely be in the range 0.3°C to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This assumes that 
there will be no major volcanic eruptions or changes in some natural sources (e.g., CH4 and N2O), or unexpected changes in 
total solar irradiance. By mid-21st century, the magnitude of the projected climate change is substantially affected by the 
choice of emissions scenario. {2.2.1, Table 2.1}

Relative to 1850–1900, global surface temperature change for the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) is projected to likely 
exceed 1.5°C for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Warming is likely to exceed 2°C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 
(high confidence), more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium confidence), but unlikely to exceed 2°C for RCP2.6 
(medium confidence). {2.2.1}

The increase of global mean surface temperature by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) relative to 1986–2005 is likely 
to be 0.3°C to 1.7°C under RCP2.6, 1.1°C to 2.6°C under RCP4.5, 1.4°C to 3.1°C under RCP6.0 and 2.6°C to 4.8°C under 
RCP8.59. The Arctic region will continue to warm more rapidly than the global mean (Figure SPM.6a, Figure SPM.7a). {2.2.1, 
Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Table 2.1}

It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on daily 
and seasonal timescales, as global mean surface temperature increases. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a 
higher frequency and longer duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur. {2.2.1}

7 Corresponding figures for limiting warming to 2°C with a probability of >50% and >33% are 3000 GtCO2 (range of 2900 to 3200 GtCO2) and 3300 GtCO2 
(range of 2950 to 3800 GtCO2) respectively. Higher or lower temperature limits would imply larger or lower cumulative emissions respectively.

8 This corresponds to about two thirds of the 2900 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >66%; to about 63% of the total 
amount of 3000 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >50%; and to about 58% of the total amount of 3300 GtCO2 
that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >33%.

9 The period 1986–2005 is approximately 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C warmer than 1850–1900. {2.2.1}



A century of cascades !
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Navier’s memoir
• 52 pages (389- 
• on average 1-2 

equations per page 
– not numbered 
– no vector/tensor notation 
– some fluctuations in 

notations 
– a unique figure 

• no bibliography 
– but several online 

references 
• published in 1823 8

4lO MEMOIRE SDR LES T.O'ÏS'

des puissances paires de a' et g', termes qui se trouveront

multipliés par 4; Ainsi, effectuant la multiplication indiquée, y
tout se réduit à intégrer la quantité

4 ·F ~P)a~2 (u ~in,'r Wsin, r ~rc4 (?)/a: (Msin/y– sin. cos. y')~M .i' .–4.
~(p)

,rcsin.rcos.r'+v~cos.'r ) fivy,,¡..
p

~sin.~co~.r+~GOS.~)~~)
i

g~ (Mcos.~siti.+~sin.~cos.A'sin.t- ~cos.~sin.~c<os.~)~M

(Ksm.ycos.sin.~+'usm/~sin.~+<~sIn.sin.~cos.~)~T
.(u si~r. r cos. r s~n:'s + v sin: r'sin:'s + wsm, r~m,scos, s ) ~v

(Mcos.7'sin.~coa~-)--T-'§in.~Mn,ps~+~cos~~)~w

'(Mcos.~ços.~+~sin.rcos.~cos.~–~cos.~sin.~cos.~)~M' u.2
(Msin,vcQs.rcQS.t-~sm/~cos/~–(~sin.7°sm.ycos.~)~~
.(–Mcos.~sin.~cos~–~sin.rsin.~cos.~+(~sin.~)~w

dans rétendue du huitième de sphère où «r, S' et y' ont des
valeurs positives.

`

Pour y parvenir nous substituerons, comme ci-dessus,
les coordonnées polaires p.,<J*et -"9-aux coordonnées rectan-
gulaires eu posant

oé'^ipCOS^COS.-cp,'~°
êA==pcos.^sin. 9,.
y' =p sin. 4*^

Mettant doirc ces valeurs dans l'expression précédente, et

multipliant par l'élément de volume d çdtydf p* cos.f,
Bous aurons à prendre d'abord les trois intégrales

''ffdtydy.eosJfyçàs'Sy, Éfd$d<çt.c0s.3<\>:$m.*<pT

II d <|i dy sjn.2 ;<]( cos.

Les géomètres représentent, au moyen d'équations aux
différences partielles, les conditions générales de l'équilibre
et du mouvement des fluides., Ces équations ont été déduites
de divers principes, qui supposent tous que les mole'cules du
fluide sont susceptibles de prendre les unes par rapport aux
autres des mouvements quelconques, sans opposer aucune
résistance, et de glisser sans effort sur les parois des vases
dans lesquels le fluide est contenu. Mais les différences con-
sidérables:, ou totales, que présentent dans certains-cas les
effets naturels avec les résultats des théories connues, indi-
quent la nécessité de recourir à des notions nouvelles, et
d'avoir égard à certaines actions moléculaires qui se mani-
festent principalement dans les phénomènes du mouvement.
On sait, par exemple, que, dans le cas où l'eau s'écoule hors
d'un vase par un long tuyau d'un petit diamètre, le cal-

MEMOIRE

SUR LES LOIS DU MOUVEMENT DES FLUIDES;

PAR M. NAVIER.

Lu à l'Académie royale des Sciences le 18 mars 1822.

I. Notions préliminaires.



From Navier (1822)… to Stokes (1843)
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Claude Navier Sir George Stokes
Augustin-Louis 
Cauchy

Adhémar Jean Claude 
Barré de Saint-Venant

Simeon Denis
Poisson 

‣Hot	debates	at	Ecole	des	Ponts	and	outside…



Key points of Navier’s derivation
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• a paradigm shift:  
– viscosity often invoked, but first time explicit  
– moreover in a (3D) partial differential equation 
– obtained with a given level of rigour 

• microcosm to macrocosm:  
– based on a few principles by Navier 
– not a unique path, see lattice gas dynamics 
– even numerous microcosms for a given macrocosm? 

• localisation of the relative velocity 
– rather ad-hoc 
– but indispensable to avoid divergences 

• why Ecole des Ponts was at the forefront of this research? 
– mixture of maths and engineering expertise? 
– but practicians vs. “savants” ? 

‣To	be	pursued	at	Les	Houches	in	2023	!!



From scaling analysis  to cascade 
processes
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-
Adhémar Jean Claude 
Barré de Saint-Venant

CASCADE
  LEVELS

 0 --

 1 --

 
 2 --
  .
  .
  .

 n --  

x
y

ε

0l

l0 / λ1

2

n

l0 / λ

l0 / λ

multiplication by 4
independent random
(multiplicative)
increments

multiplication by 16
independent random
(multiplicative)
increments

• Scaling analysis  
– Passive scalar dispersion: Richardson (1926) 
– Structure function: Kolmogorov (1941) 
– Energy spectrum: Obukhov (1941) 
– Higher order structure functions: Kolmogorov (1962), Obukhov (1962) 
– Renyi dimensions: Grassberger and Procaccia (1983),  Hentschel,and 

Procaccia (1983) 
– Legendre transform to dimensions: Parisi and Frisch (1985) 
– Fractal measures: Halsey et al. (1987) 
–  ….

• Cascade processes 
– ß-model: Novikov and Stewart (1964), Frisch et al. (1978)  
– Log normal model: Yaglom (1966) 
– Limit log-normal: Mandelbrot (1974) 
– -model: S+L (1984, 1985), Log-Poison model: Dubrulle (1994) 
– Multiplicative chaos: Kahane (1985) 
– Universal multifractals/Levy multiplicative chaos: S+L (1987a&,b, 

1997)), Fan (1987) 
–  Log-Poison model: Dubrulle (1994), S&al (1995) 
–  Scaling Gyroscopes Cascade Tchiguirinskaia (1998) 
– ….

α

Schertzer & Lovejoy, 1989b

Richardson, 1926



Isotropic Cascades
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L

L
L/2

L/2

L/2

L/2

N(L) ã L- D N(L) ã L- Ds

Ln 4

Ln 2
Ln 3™™

D = ™™
Ln 2

= 2

D    =s
= 1.58

ISOTROPIC
= self similarity

Non-intermittent 
(“homogeneous”) 
cascade: all eddies 
same energy

β−model of 
intermittency:

sub-eddies are either 
“alive” or “dead”  

N(ℓ) ≈ ℓ−DsN(ℓ) ≈ ℓ−D



t 7! t/�1�� ;u 7! u/�� ;

f 7! f/�2��1; ⌫ 7! ⌫/�1+� ; ⇢ 7! ⇢/��0

@u

@t
+ u · grad(u) = f � 1

⇢
grad(p) + ⌫�u

✏(`) ⇠ u

`
⇠ ✏̄ ) �K = �1/3

Scale symmetry and equations
Whereas elementary mathematical properties  of Navier-Stokes solutions are still 
unknown (existence, uniqueness: a Millenium problem):

More general case: multiple singularities γ’s: 

€ 

Pr( ʹ γ > γ) ≈ λ−c(γ )

x 7! x/�one can point out a scale symmetry (*):

Kolmogorov’s scaling (K41) 
 obtained with:

(*)  from self-similarity (Sedov, 1961), symmetry (Parisi +Frisch, 1985),  
to generalised Galilean invariance (S+al, 2010)

3



Varenna summer school (1983)
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ξ(p) = pH + θ(p − α)(1 − p/α)

• “Turbulence and Predictability in Geophysical Fluid 
Dynamics” organised by  M. Ghil, R. Benzi et G. Parisi  

– a primary version of the multifractal formalism of Parisi 
and Frisch (1985). It concludes by: “Still the multifractal 
model appears to be somewhat more restrictive than 
Mandelbrot’s weighted-curdling model which does 
include the logornormal case”. 

–  S+L  short formal presentation (the conference 
proceedings (1985) refers to S+L (1984)):  

• a small perturbation of the ß-model is no longer limited to a 
unique dimension 

• divergence of higher order moments: generic in cascade 
models  

• the later can introduce spurious scaling, an analytical 
approximation depending on a unique scaling exponent H and 
the critical order     was proposed:  

• it fits the experimental points from Anselmet et al. (1983), see 
fig. 1 with

Fig.1	from	S+L	(1984)	

H = 1/3, α = 5, 5.5, 6

α

(α−model)



More you average 
wind spectra, more 
you obtain Kolmogorov’s
spectrum…

HEd’s statement to cool 
down a hot debate
 (Varenna, 1983)

2008	AGU		
Lorenz	lecture	



Van der Hoven  
wind spectrum (1957)

Richardson cascade is split into macro, meso, micro oscillations...

16

meso-scale gap
t ≈ 20 mn. 
            

quasi-2D quasi-3D



2+Hz-dimensional vorticity equation   
   (0<Hz<1)

!v

" #

Scaling stratified /convective 
atmosphere:              

D⌅�/Dt = (⌅� · ⌅�h)⌅uh

D⌅⇥/Dt = (⌅⇥ · ⌅�h + ⌅⇤v · ⌅�v)⌅uh

D⌅⇤v/Dt = (⌅⇥ · ⌅�h + ⌅⇤v · ⌅�v)⌅uv

Strong interactions between local generalized scales, 
=  strongly non local (Euclidean) scales !
- a difficulty for direct numerical simulations ?
- easy for stochastic simulations !

17

S&al,	APC,	2012



Cascades and statistical physics
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TransformaOon	of	a	measure	σ	with	the	help	of	a	“density”	ε	into	another	measure	Π :
dΠ = εdσ

Generalisation with a non trivial limit ε of densities ελ of increasing resolution: λ = L /ℓ → ∞

ελ = eΓλ; EeqΓλ = Zλ(q) = eKλ(q) ≈ λK(q) ⟷ P(ελ > λγ) ≈ λ−c(γ)

K(q) ⟷ c(γ)
Γ:	generator	≈	hamiltonian

Z:	1st	characterisOc	or	moment	generaOng	funcOon	≈	parOOon	funcOon
K:	2nd	characterisOc	or	cumulant	generaOng	funcOon	≈	Mathieu	PotenOal	=	Gibbs	free	entropy

q : staOsOcal	order	≈inverse	of	temperature

c:	codimension	or	Kramer	funcOon	≈	entropy
γ:	singularity	or	Hölder	exponent	≈	energy

Mellin 
transform

Legendre 
transform

↓
main “trick”: log -divergence of the 
generator => that of the cumulant 
generating function

λ



Codimension vs. Dimension formalisms
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- codimensions easier for stochastic 
processes (S+L 85, 87, & 88, M88, 
92 (Kramer functions)) proba =ratio 
of 2 numbers!

- conservation vs. degenerescence 
independent o f the domain 
dimension

dim(A) + codim(A) = D

upper	dim(σ) < C1 ⇒ εσ = 0 (degenerescence)
lower	dim(σ) > C1 ⇒ Eεσ = σ (conservaOve)

αD + γ = D = f (αD) + c(γ)

- relations between deterministic dimensions and stochastic codimensions 
for a given D domain dimension:  

D(q) + C(q) = D; τD(q) = (q − 1)D(q); K(q) = (q − 1)C(q)

⇒ Eε	is	a	projector

P(ελ > λγ) ≈ λ−c(γ)



Multifractal	phase	transitions

(S+L,	Lecture	Notes,	1993)

Legendre	
transform

< εq
λ > ≈ λK(q)P(ελ > λγ) ≈ λ−c(γ)



Universality
• Strong statistical universality: stable Lévy variables

Log-Levy eqX: its moments E(eqX) are finite for any q >0,  iff it has 
only a negative Pareto tail, i.e. iff X is an extremely asymmetric/ 
skewed Lévy stable

8n 2 N, 9a(n), b(n) 2 R :
nX

i=1

Xi =
d a(n)X + b(n)

lim
n!1

Pn
i=1 Yi � b(n)

a(n)
=d X

A	stable	Levy	X	is	a^racOve	for	any		Yi	having	same	type	of	tail:	

∃α ∈ (0,2] : a(n) = n1/α; α < 2,∀s ≫ 1 : P( |X | > s) ≈ s−α (hyperbolic/Pareto	tail)
α = 2 : Gauss

‣Poisson	sum	instead!



Universal	multifractals

‣ stable	and	attractive	multifractals	under	
multiplication	
• 3	basic	parameters:	
- H,	deviation	from	conservation,	H=0	for	
conservative	fields:	

- c1,		mean	intermittency,	codimension	of	
the	singularity	of	the	mean	field,	C1=0	for	
homogeneous	field:		

- 	α, multifractality	index,	variability	of	the	
intermittency,						α=0	for	uni/mono-
fractals:		

S+L,	GRL,	1987;	JAM,	1997

< ελ > ≈ λ−H, H = − K(1)

c1 = dK /dq |q=1

αc1 = d2K /dq2 |q=1



Spectral analysis and closures (L69)

€ 

ec (x,t) = u2(x,t).u1(x,t)

eΔ (x, t) = 1
2 u2 (x, t) − u1( x, t)( )2

Lorenz (1969) 
Leith and Kraichnan(1972) 
Metais and Lesieur (1986)

  

€ 

ℓ c =1/kc ≈ t
3 / 2

  

€ 

ℓ c
2 / 3 = ε

1/ 3
t 3 / 2; ε =10−3m2s−3,η ≈10−3m;

Flux from correlated eC 
to decorrelated energy eΔ

Similar results based 
on turbulence phenomenology:

Divergent Lyapunov
exponent:

μℓ ≈ uℓ /ℓ ≈ ϵ̄1/3ℓ−2/3 ⇒ lim
ℓ→0

(μℓ) = ∞

1/2

!

Scale of unpredicability



Multifractal predictability

L

L/λ(t)

L/Λ

A and B strongly dependent

A and B strongly independent

Cascade A Cascade B

Crude idea:  relaxation of (common) past structures ==> flux of the past
   (new) independent structures ==> flux of the future



Multifractal predictability 
 

•Power law divergence between the realizations A and B,     
=> irrelevance of the finite dimensional ‘LE + MET’ scenario !     
•Drastic loss of variability of forecast C with deterministic sub-grid  
modeling (based on the conservation  of the flux) => ‘baby theorem’:  
stochastic sub-grid modeling does much better than deterministic one!

(Schertzer and Lovejoy,Physica A 2004)



Multifractal eddy turn-over times 
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Lyapunov Exponent pdf, C1= 0.2 α= 1.5
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Probability distribution function of the Lyapunov exponent estimated  
with the help of the inverse of the eddy-turn over time

i.e. the (dimensionless) scale ratio of the outer scale L by the observation scale

µ` = 1/⌧` = v`/` = "1/3` `�2/3

� = L/`Intermittency introduces dependency on the resolution
`

The blue dots correspond to maxima of the pdf, including for intermediate values of  
for which the pdf curves are not represented for clarity of the figure.

�

The “trivial” dimension scaling (K41) explains most of the shift of the pdf curves with the resolution,  
whereas the intermittency drives its dispersion with larger and larger tails for higher and higher resolutions.

μℓ ≈ 1/τℓ ≈ uℓ /ℓ ≈ ϵ1/3
ℓ ℓ−2/3

ℓ = L /λ

Blue dots = pdf  maxima for fractional λ

K41 scaling => shift of the pdf

multifractal intermittency => dispersion widening

Local



Multifractal eddy turn-over times 
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Logℓ [Pr (μℓ ′ > μℓ )]
Lyapunov Exponent Excess Probability Distribution for C1= 0.2 α= 1.5

power-law distribution tail  
for highest Lyapunov exponents, 

i.e. short predictability times

transition to power-law distribution tail

Furthermore, huge fluctuations are introduced by the distribution power-law tail.

Log`[Pr(µ0
` > µ`)] vs. � Log`[µ`]

where:µ` is the Lyapunov exponent at scale `

�Log`[µ`] > 0 , lim
`!0

(µ`) = 1

multifractal distribution  
of Lyapunov exponents

Local



 Scaling Gyroscope Cascade

T&S, T. & al,1998
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SGC multifractal predictability
initial energy  distribution  per eddy

 energy  distribution  per eddy t≈1.4

time evolution of the energy 
spectrum of u(1)(ki,t)

time evolution of the decorelation 
spectrum, i.e. of (u(1)-u(2)) (ki,t)



SGC cascade as a dynamical system

���������������������
0 2 k1 u1,1 -2 k1 u1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-k1 u1,1 -k1 u1,1 0 2 k2 u2,1 -2 k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
k1 u1,2 0 k1 u1,1 0 0 2 k2 u2,3 -2 k2 u2,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 -k2 u2,1 0 -k2 u2,1 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,1 -2 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 k2 u2,2 0 0 k2 u2,1 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,3 -2 k3 u3,4 0 0 0 0
0 0 -k2 u2,3 0 0 -k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,5 -2 k3 u3,6 0 0
0 0 k2 u2,4 0 0 0 k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,7 -2 k3 u3,8
0 0 0 -k3 u3,1 0 0 0 -k3 u3,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,3 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 k3 u3,4 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,5 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,6 0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,4

SGC Jacobian matrix, scale levels: m=0,3 location index j=1,2m

m and j have quite different roles => need to innovate w.r.t. to classical MET 

- no longer the norm of the separation of 2 “points”, therefore of the Jacobian matrix

- but a volume error, therefore the Jacobian determinant JE over this volume:

| ∧d
i=1 δXi(t) | / | ∧d

i=1 δXi(o) | ≈ eμEt

μE = lim sup
t→∞

1
t

log(∫
t

0
| det[JE(t′ )] |dt′ )



SGC cascade as a dynamical system

���������������������
0 2 k1 u1,1 -2 k1 u1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-k1 u1,1 -k1 u1,1 0 2 k2 u2,1 -2 k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
k1 u1,2 0 k1 u1,1 0 0 2 k2 u2,3 -2 k2 u2,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 -k2 u2,1 0 -k2 u2,1 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,1 -2 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 k2 u2,2 0 0 k2 u2,1 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,3 -2 k3 u3,4 0 0 0 0
0 0 -k2 u2,3 0 0 -k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,5 -2 k3 u3,6 0 0
0 0 k2 u2,4 0 0 0 k2 u2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 k3 u3,7 -2 k3 u3,8
0 0 0 -k3 u3,1 0 0 0 -k3 u3,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,3 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 k3 u3,4 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,5 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,6 0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 -k3 u3,4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k3 u3,4

SGC Jacobian matrix, scale levels: m=0,3 location index j=1,2m

only a diagonal + 2 pseudo-diagonals that are anti-symmetric up to a factor -2

- synchronisation of sibling eddies => JE reduces to products of diagonal term

- recurrence relation obtained by 3 strategies, in particular with the help of the 

Schur complement:

J0,n+1 =

✓
J0,n B
C D

◆
'

✓
J0,n �BD�1C B

0 D

◆

) det(J0,n+1) = det(D)det(J0,n �BD�1C)
<latexit sha1_base64="XXl98rNSGfZ60egGjerjT5tOFPk=">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</latexit>



Scaling & multifractality of 
GRIP data

E( f ) ≈ f −β; β ≈ 1.4
(Schmitt	et	al.,	GRL,	1995)



Scaling & multifractality of 
GRIP data

< (Δθ ( T
λ )

q

> ≈ λ−ζ(q) < (Δθ(T )q >

(Schmitt	et	al.,	GRL,	1995)



Vostok data
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coolest part of each glacial period occurs just before the glacial
termination, except for the third cycle. This may reflect the fact that
the June 658 N insolation minimum preceding this transition
(255 kyr ago) has higher insolation than the previous one (280 kyr
ago), unlike the three other glacial periods. Nonetheless, minimum

temperatures are remarkably similar, within 1 8C, for the four
climate cycles. The new data confirm that the warmest temperature
at stage 7.5 was slightly warmer than the Holocene13, and show that
stage 9.3 (where the highest deuterium value, −414.8‰, is found)
was at least as warm as stage 5.5. That part of stage 11.3, which is
present in Vostok, does not correspond to a particularly warm
climate as suggested for this period by deep-sea sediment records29.
As noted above, however, the Vostok records are probably disturbed
below 3,310 m, and we may not have sampled the warmest ice of this
interglacial. In general, climate cycles are more uniform at Vostok
than in deep-sea core records1. The climate record makes it unlikely
that the West Antarctic ice sheet collapsed during the past 420 kyr
(or at least shows a marked insensitivity of the central part of East
Antarctica and its climate to such a disintegration).

The power spectrum of DTI (Fig. 4) shows a large concentration
of variance (37%) in the 100-kyr band along with a significant
concentration (23%) in the obliquity band (peak at 41 kyr). This
strong obliquity component is roughly in phase with the annual
insolation at the Vostok site4,6,15. The variability of annual insolation
at 788 S is relatively large, 7% (ref. 3). This supports the notion that
annual insolation changes in high southern latitudes influence
Vostok temperature15. These changes may, in particular, contribute
to the initiation of Antarctic warming during major terminations,
which (as we show below) herald the start of deglaciation.

There is little variance (11%) in DTI around precessional periodi-
cities (23 and 19 kyr). In this band, the position of the spectral peaks
is affected by uncertainties in the timescale. To illustrate this point,
we carried out, as a sensitivity test, a spectral analysis using the
control points provided by the d18Oatm record (see Table 1). The
position and strength of the 100- and 40-kyr-spectral peaks are
unaffected, whereas the power spectrum is significantly modified
for periodicities lower than 30 kyr.
Insolation. d18Oatm strongly depends on climate and related proper-
ties, which reflect the direct or indirect influence of insolation19. As a
result, there is a striking resemblance between d18Oatm and mid-June
insolation at 658 N for the entire Vostok record (Fig. 3). This
provides information on the validity of our glaciological timescale

articles
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Figure 4 Spectral properties of the Vostok time series. Frequency distribution (in

cycles yr−1) of the normalized variance power spectrum (arbitrary units). Spectral

analysis was done using the Blackman-Tukey method (calculations were

performed with the Analyseries software47): a, isotopic temperature; b, dust; c,

sodium; d, d18Oatm; e, CO2; and f, CH4. Vertical lines correspond to periodicities of

100, 41, 23 and 19 kyr.

Box 1 The Vostok glaciological timescale

We use three basic assumptions12 to derive our glaciological timescale

(GT4); (1) the accumulation rate has in the past varied in proportion to the

derivative of the water vapour saturation pressure with respect to tem-

perature at the levelwhere precipitation forms (see section on the isotope

temperature record), (2) at any given time the accumulation between

Vostok and Dome B (upstream of Vostok) varies linearly with distance

along the line connecting those two sites, and (3) the Vostok ice at 1,534m

corresponds to marine stage 5.4 (110 kyr) and ice at 3,254m corresponds

to stage 11.2.4 (390 kyr).

Calculation of the strain-induced thinning of annual layers is now

performed accounting for the existence of the subglacial Vostok lake.

Indeed, running the ice-flow model48 with no melting and no basal sliding

as done for EGT12 leads to an age .1,000 kyr for the deepest level we

consider here (3,310 m), which is much too old. Instead, we now allow for

moderate melting and sliding. These processes diminish thinning for the

lower part of the core and provide younger chronologies. We ran this age

model48 over a large range of values of the model parameters (present-

day accumulation at Vostok, A, melting rate, M, and fraction of horizontal

velocity due to base sliding, S) with this aim of matching the assumed

ages at 1,534 and 3,254m. This goal was first achieved (ages of 110 and

392 kyr) with A ¼ 1:96g cm2 2 yr2 1, and M and S equal respectively to

0.4mmyr−1 and 0.7 for the region 60 km around Vostok where the base

is supposed to reach the melting point (we set M ¼ 0 and S ¼ 0 else-

where). These values are in good agreement with observations for A

(2:00 6 0:04g cm2 2 yr2 1 over the past 200 yr) and correspond to a reason-

able set of parameters for M and S. We adopt this glaciological timescale

(GT4), which gives an age of 423 kyr at 3,310m, without further tuning

(Fig. 2). GT4 never differs by more than 2 kyr from EGTover the last climate

cycle and, in qualitative agreement with recent results49, makes termina-

tion I slightly older (by ,700 yr). We note that it provides a reasonable age

for stage 7.5 (238 kyr) whereas Jouzel et al.13 had to modify EGT for the

second climate cycle by increasing the accumulation by 12% for ages

older than 110 kyr. GT4 never differs by more than 4 kyr from the orbitally

tuned timescale of Waelbroeck et al.50 (defined back to 225kyr), which is

within the estimated uncertainty of this latter timescale. Overall, we have

good arguments11,50–52 to claim that the accuracy of GT4 should be better

than 65 kyr for the past 110 kyr.

The strong relationship between d18Oatm and mid-June 658 N insolation

changes (see text and Fig. 3) enables us to further evaluate the overall

quality of GT4. We can use each well-marked transition from high to low

d18Oatm to define a ‘control point’ giving an orbitally tuned age. The mid-

point of the last d18Oatm transition (,10 kyrago) has nearly the sameageas

the insolation maximum (11 kyr). We assume that this correspondence

alsoholds forearlier insolationmaxima.The resultingcontrolpoints (Fig. 3

and Table 1) are easy to define for the period over which the precessional

cycle is well imprinted in 658 N insolation (approximately between 60 and

340 kyr) but not during stages 2 and 10 where insolation changes are

small. The agreement between the d18Oatm control points and GT4 is

remarkably good given the simple assumptions of both approaches. This

conclusion stands despite the fact that we do not understand controls on

d18Oatm sufficiently well enough to know about the stability of its phase

with respect to insolation. We assume that the change in phase does not

exceed 66 kyr (1/4 of a precessional period).

We conclude that accuracy of GT4 is always better than 615 kyr, better

than 610 kyr for most of the record, and better than 65 kyr for the last

110 kyr. This timescale is quite adequate for the discussions here which

focus on the climatic information contained in the Vostok records

themselves.

(Petit	et	al.,	Nature,	1999)
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Vostok data: spectral 
scaling
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For the two-dimensional case [and parame-
trization given by Eq. (79)], this reduces to the
following:

Tr(G) > 0 and
det(G) > 0 ⇔ d > 0 and d2 > a2.

(86)

8.3. Nonlinear GSI and Lie
cascades

We will use the example of the two-dimensional gen-
erator G with its above parametrization [Eq. (79)]
that corresponds to a “pseudo-quaternions” repre-
sentation:

G = d1 + eI + fJ + cK;

1 =
⌊
1 0
0 1

⌋
, I =

⌊
0 −1
1 0

⌋
,

J =
⌊
0 1
1 0

⌋
, K =

⌊
1 0
0 −1

⌋
(87)

to point out that in a rather general manner linear
GSI results can be extended, albeit given technical
difficulties briefly mentioned below, to the nonlinear
GSI and lead to the general notion of Lie cascades.
Let us first point out that there are at least two rea-
sons to look for nonlinear GSI. The first one is that
one has often to work with manifolds rather than
with vector spaces, the second one [Schertzer &
Lovejoy, 1991], not necessarily independent of the
previous one, is that one has often to deal with
local symmetries, e.g. the original (Weyl’s) local
gauge invariance, rather than with global ones. The
main point is that the generators of the (local)
symmetries define Lie algebra whose structure is
essential to understand the interrelations between
various symmetries.

Indeed, let us consider that the symmetries
Tλ and T̃λ, therefore the whole scale symmetry
Sλ [Eq. (40)], together with all other potential
symmetries (e.g. more classical symmetries such
as rotations) smoothly vary with respect to their
parameters. These symmetries not only form a
group with respect to their composition, but also
a smooth manifold and therefore a Lie group G
(e.g. [Sattinger & Weaver, 1986]). In a rather gen-
eral manner, this group is generated from the
symmetries that are infinitesimally close to the
identity (for infinitesimally small parameter vari-
ation), which spans the tangent space to the iden-
tity transformation. In fact, these generators form
a Lie algebra g, i.e. a vector space with a (bilinear)

skewed product called the Lie bracket [·, ·] that fur-
thermore satisfies the Jacobi identity. For matrices,
the Lie bracket is defined to be the commutator:

[
X,Y

]
= XY − Y X (88)

In the example of the two-dimensional generator G
we have:

2I =
[
J,K

]
, 2J =

[
I,K

]
, 2K =

[
J, I
]

(89)

whereas 1 obviously commutes with any element
of this Lie algebra l(2, R) of the two-dimensional
real matrices. Recall that any Lie algebra g is said
to be abelian if its bracket, whatever is its expres-
sion, vanishes (i.e. ∀X,Y ∈ g : [X,Y ] = 0, in
short: [g, g] = 0), a Lie subalgebra s of g is a sub-
space of g that is closed under the Lie bracket (i.e.
[s, s] ⊂ s), a subspace l of g is an ideal of g if s is
not only closed with itself but with g (i.e. [g, l] ⊂ l),
the largest abelian ideal of g is called its radical
and if it is zero g is called semi-simple. The cru-
cial importance of abelian (sub-)algebra is due to
the fact that the corresponding Lie (sub-)groups are
indeed commutative, i.e. the symmetries commute.

With the help of these definitions, it is rather
straightforward to check that the one-dimensional
subalgebra R generated by 1 is the radical of l(2, R),
whereas s spanned by {I,J,K} is semi-simple. The
latter is classically known as sl(2, R), the special
two-dimensional real linear algebra of matrices with
zero trace. We have:

l(2, R) = R ⊕ sl(2, R) (90)

which is merely a particular example of the Levi
decomposition of any Lie algebra into its radical
and a semi-simple subalgebra. It is also important
to note that the three two-dimensional subalgebra
si (i = 1, 3) spanned respectively by {1, I}, {1,J},
{1,K} are all abelian (s1 is merely equivalent to the
set of complex numbers), but they are not ideals of
l(2, R). It means that the corresponding subgroups
are commutative, but do not commute with any ele-
ment of the full group generated by l(2, R). A simple
consequence is that if the generator G of Tλ (resp.
G̃ of T̃λ) belongs to s3, then it will commute with
any symmetry generated by K, but not with those
generated by I, i.e. rotations.

Whereas the mapping from Lie groups to Lie
algebra is rather one-to-one, the inverse is often
more complex: different Lie groups may have the
same Lie algebra. Nevertheless, the exponential
map allows to fully capture the local structure of the
group from its algebra. Here, the exponential map
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For the two-dimensional case [and parame-
trization given by Eq. (79)], this reduces to the
following:

Tr(G) > 0 and
det(G) > 0 ⇔ d > 0 and d2 > a2.
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8.3. Nonlinear GSI and Lie
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2D linear Lie algebra  H’=
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“quaternion equation” (Hamilton, 16/10/1843) 
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Q(v) = v21 + v22 ..+ v2p � v2p+1 � v2p+2..� v2p+q

Algebra of cascade generators

(ei)2 = ±1eiej = �ejei (i 6= j)

ex.: R = Cl0,0 ; C = Cl0,1 ; H= Cl0,2   
      H’= l(2, R)= Cl2,0 = Cl1,1    
“pseudo-/split- quaternions”

Mandelbrot set on pseudo-quaternions, S&T,2018

• Clifford algebra,  dimension = 2n 
– real numbers R (n=0), complex numbers C (n=1), 

quaternions H (n=2) other hyper-complex numbers, 
external algebras and many more! 

• Clp,q : generated by operators {ei} that anti-commute 
and square to plus or minus the identity:  

• therefore a quadratic form Q of signature (p,q, p+q=n):

v2 = Q(v)1



Exp

{K, I}

-20 -10 10 20
K

-20

-10

10

20

ⅈ
Hyperbolic Geometry

From algebra to group

infinite number of u ,  u2= ±1!

Generalised Moivre-Euler formula:

✓2 = Q < 0, ✓ = i✓0, ✓0 2 R+

✓2 = Q < 0, ✓ = i✓0, ✓0 2 R�

✓2 = Q > 0, ✓ > 0✓2 = Q > 0, ✓ < 0

{1, K, I}

(euθ)α = cosh(αθ)1 + sinh(αθ)u



Stochastic Clifford?
• Statistical universality: stable Lévy vectors

– classical “quasi- scalar” case: only b is a vector like Xi and Yi 

– ‘real’ vector case: a and    are matrices   (S. et al., 2001 )

8n 2 N, 9a(n), b(n) 2 R :
nX

i=1

Xi =
d a(n)X + b(n)

lim
n!1

Pn
i=1 Yi � b(n)

a(n)
=d X

A	stable	Levy	X	is		a^racOve	for	any		Yi	having	same	type	of	tail:	

α

∃α ∈ (0,2] : a(n) = n1/α; α < 2, ∀s ≫ 1 : P([X | > s) ≈ s−α (hyperbolic/Pareto	tail)
α = 2 : Gauss



Exponentiation of Lévy-Clifford algebra
• Existence ? 

– Q defines a bilinear form < . >

– which defines a Laplace-Clifford transform,  
– hence a second characteristic function (cumulant generating function)

finite over set of cones 
the opposite cones to that supporting the extremely 
assymetric Lévy stable component 

< X,Y >=
1

2

�
Q(X + Y )�Q(X)�Q(Y )

�
<latexit sha1_base64="vVM6PNvxOViHEpbx6Xth2tWr82A=">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</latexit>

E exp( < q, Γλ > ) = Zλ(q) = exp(Kλ(q))

1↑

1↓



Adjoint analysis of operator cascades

• The adjoint representation of any g Lie algebra is 
the canonical linear representation defined by 

a new difficulty is that K is degenerate on the radical of g

– it defines the  bilinear Killing form: 

∀X ∈ g, ad : X → adX ∈ L(g) ∀Y ∈ g : adX(Y ) = [X, Y ]

K(X, Y ) = Tr(adX ⋅ adY )



G�1
R ⇤ u = fR

fR = "a

G�1
R

"

Fractionnaly Integrated Flux   
model (FIF, vector version)

FIF assumes that both the renomalized 
propagator         and force       are known:fRGR

where:

results from a 
continuous, vector, 
multiplicative cascade 
(Lie cascade)

is a fractionnal 
differential operator

Complex FIF simulation  of a 2D 
cut of wind and its vorticity (color) 
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Multifractal FIF simulation (S et al., 2013) of a 2D+1 cut of 
wind and its vorticity (color).  This stochastic model has only a 
few parameters that are physically meaningful.

Art piece ‘Windswept’ (Ch. Sowers, 2012): 612 freely 
rotating wind direction indicators to help a large 
public to understand the complexity of environment 
near the Earth surface

Surface layer complexity! 
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Both movies illustrate the challenge of the near surface  wind that plays a key role in the 
heterogeneity of the precipitations... and wind energy!



G�1
R ⇤ u = fR

fR = "a

G�1
R

"

Fractionnaly Integrated Flux   
model (FIF, vector version)

FIF assumes that both the renomalized 
propagator         and force       are known:fRGR

where:

results from a 
continuous, vector, 
multiplicative cascade 
(Lie cascade)

is a fractionnal 
differential operator

3D FIF wind simulation  based 
on quaternions
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Conclusions
• Intermittency: a key issue in geophysics and a major                     

breakthrough with multifractals in the 1980’s: 
• infinite hierarchy of fractal supports of the field singularities 
• beyond commonalities significant differences of approaches 

and applications 
• No longer limited to scalar valued fields 

• multifractal operators: exponentiation from a 
stochastic Lie algebra of generators onto its Lie 
group of transformations 

• ex. Clifford algebra Clp,q 
•  physically meaningful and convenient to understand, analyse and 

simulate intermittent vector fields, more generally multidimensional 
systems. 

=> from field physics to singularity physics

S&T, Earth& Space, 2020 
Chaos 2015, S&al. ACP, 2012,  
S&L, IJBC, 2011, 
Fitton&al., JMI 2013
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Conclusions
Final conclusion:  the Nobel Committee for Physics is right 
to quote the saying reported by Philip Anderson (Phys. 
Today 41 526 1988): 
  
 “A real scientific mystery is worth pursuing to the 
ends of the Earth for its own sake, independently of 
any obvious practical importance or intellectual 
glamour.” 

Intermittency is without doubt such a mystery, but not 
without multifaceted practical importance. 

More than illustrated by thousands of communications in 
EGS/EGU NP since 1988, in particular those of my 
colleagues of HM&Co and CNRS GDRs Turbulence and 
Multifractals. 

S&T, Earth& Space, 2020 
Chaos 2015, S&al. ACP, 2012,  
S&L, IJBC, 2011, 
Fitton&al., JMI 2013
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